
If I could make one suggestion regarding security at HWC it would be 

 

that I think security, in some ways, should themselves host regular safety seminars 
so that we have a clearer sense of what their roles and our roles are in preserving 
a sense of safety and security in the building.  At that time, they can address 
missteps on their part and ours.  Security, as with everything, is a team effort. 

1 

phones in classrooms 
2 

Have a security guard circulating each floor at all times.  

3 

I don't have any suggestions 

5 

Have security walk the halls on each floor throughout the day, rather than playing 
online cards at the dock. 

3 

I would like to be kept up to date on crimes at HWC and its surrounding area. 

1 

Put security phones in the classrooms 

2 

have a safety orientation at some point during each semester (perhaps during 
FDW, it could even be online). 

1 

Consider requiring IDs to enter HWC. 

4 

Install ONE security person per floor and in between emergency stairs entrance 
and elevators.  Something similar of what's been done for the 11th floor over the 
last 2 years.  We have a lot more traffic in the 3, 6, and 10 floors, but we barely see 
any security person around. 

3 

I have learned from many of my students that many of the smokers outside are not 
HWC students, but people trying to pick up our students or who know what else!   

6 

N/A 

5 

we need a one stop shop - where we go for all information. Fire drills are standard 
and everyone knows what to do to evacuate the building. Other emergency 
procedures should be just as widely known and routine in terms of drills 

1 

Make sure everyone knows the policies and where to get information. 

1 

Provide workshops and more information. 

1 

N/A 
5 

Have a security policy posted online and update as necessary. I would have a link 
to the security policy on the main HWC web page. 

1 



My only concern is that many administrative aspects of the CCC in general are 
very secretive.  It seems to me that crime statistics as well as news about 
reinvention, procurement paperwork processes, etc., are things that are 
purposefully hidden or made difficult in order to allow the administration to act as 
they please when they please. 

6 

Install emergency buttons, like the blue ones in the hallways, in all bathrooms and 
in each stall, and in the stairways.  Also, install security cameras in the stairways. 

6 

to provide a short FAQ detailing what to do in the above situations to all faculty 
(adjunct and full) 

1 

Don't know 

5 

certain floors for non-students or certain higher-security floors. 

4 

Security needs to have a more visible and acitve presence in the very front of the 
building, just outside the entry. for example, there are plenty of times that I enter 
and exit the buildings, still needing to walk through a haze of smoke from students 
clearly smoking inside of the yellow lines. I will sometimes tell them that they 
should smoke outside of the yellow lines, but I can't believe that security can't see 
these students from the security desk. 

3 

Be more vigilant at elevators in the student lounge area. Have officer presence on 
each floor in evening  

3 

more drills 

1 

more training for staff and faculty 

1 

be aware, but don't go overboard. 

5 

more security presence on the various floors of the building (i.e. by regular patrols). 

3 

Update crime reports more frequently and be more transparent with the HWC 
community, and The Herald, about procedures and incidents on and around 
campus 

1 

Use orientation to train students in appropriate behavior at the college. Respect for 
faculty and staff at HWC. Go over everything in this survey and impress uppon 
students that there will be a no tolerance approach to violence at the college.  

1 



Advertise emergency plans. 

1 

Posting the number for security (large size) in EVERY classroom. Some have it, 
some don't, but none of them are readable from more than a few feet away. 

1 

security more attire on classroom floors 

3 

No comment here 

5 

Give all officers personal skills training so they are as approachable as the head of 
security.   

6 

to perhaps patrol all floors at all times when classes are in session and to make 
students understand that hallways and stairwells are not places to socialize, to be 
loud (especially when the use of profanitities is involved, which is usually the case), 
to make out, to sing, to make phone calls that aren't actually urgent calls and to 
avoid speaking loudly into their phones because this is extremely disturbing to 
faculty, staff and classes in session and furthermore, this is no way to act in 
college.  
 
Next, I'd suggest making the janitors understand that it might be a better idea to 
close the bathrooms to clean them about 10 minutes AFTER classes have started 
because the heaviest, most urgent bathroom traffic takes place 10 minutes before 
classes start because both faculty and students work a lot better when they don't 
have to urgently relieve themselves but can't do it because the bathroom's locked 
and they have to get to class on time. 

3 

Check all IDs at the Security Desk on the 1st floor. 

4 

Post protocol to follow in classrooms 

1 

Create a faculty orientation session going over the security procedures before the 
semester begins and/or an online tutorial like the ethics tutorial. 

1 



Get rid of the few bad apples in security beginning with Rozelle. 

6 

more information 
reminders- 

1 

Better communication between the security team and faculty. It could spare us of 
any misunderstandings. 

6 

no suggestions needed 

5 

I have no suggestions. 

5 

More patrolling of the building and quicker response. 

3 

Security presence on every floor and close to the elevators. An alternative to this is 
to have security cameras covering the hallways including the elevators' hallways. 

3 

to get the security guys to get off their XXXXX and monitor the front of the building.  
We all know that security is about psycology as well cameras, etc.  we need 1-2 
security folks watching people as they enter the building. 

3 

Look more professional and alert while at the desk in the lobby.  

3 

They perform an excellent job enforcement, professionalism, knowledgement, and 
a good sense of situational awareness. 

5 

No suggestion. 

5 

Have a working camera in the Learning Center. 

6 

Not really sure 

5 

Idon't know. 

5 

Gain a balanced and data-driven perspective on security on campus.... 

6 

 
  more asking identifications on people that are entering the building 

4 



Student policy review 
Make the security officers more present in all floors.  

1 
3 

check id's of all persons entering the campus 

4 

keep up the good work 

5 

Not really sure. based on my lack of information regarding appropriate safety 
procedures, a security booklet is probably a good idea. 

1 

Check ID's of everyone entering the building. 

4 

I would totally support a swipe entry system that limited entry to 
students/faculty/staff with IDs.  Anyone wanting info or to register should have to 
sign in if they don't have a swipe card and there should be a security camera at 
sign in so they can be identified later if needed. 

4 

more presence in hallways, washrooms, stairways...regular patrols 

3 

Ease of public access at first floor. I don't like the idea, but absolutely anyone can 
get to the elevators and access the building. Our security team does a great job, 
but it is physically impossible for them to screen the lobby effectively when the 
building is crowded, and when it is slow the guards at the desk sometimes don't 
look up from conversation to see who enters. 

4 

No suggestion. 

5 

It would be to have more information made available to the entire HWC community. 

1 

Patrol the hallways more and the stairwells.   

3 

Keep students/ unknowns from congregating immediately outside the entrance 
doors. 

3 



Do more to control the sidewalk area in front of the building, particularly for drug 
transactions.  

3 

1. be more visible especially in the evenings as classes empty around 9.  2. figure 
out a better way to deal with 911 type medical emergencies. 

3 

don't know 

5 

Put in access points where you have to swipe your badge to enter 

4 

Keep up the great work, continue to monitor and act on school computer viewing 
use/internet for pornography/other violence leading activities and have a 
consequence and more presence in hallways and bathroom check periodically 
daily/ hourly. mayber more presence closer to the entrances/exits in kiosks, maybe 
1 on each floor too. Check the cameras for viewing clarity. 

3 

To pick the disabled up at the freight elevator as planned. Not leaving the disabled 
person, their attendee and the 4 other floor monitors to burn. 

6 

more visblity on floors and possible cameras 

3 

Post a security person on every-other floor. 

3 

Swipe cards for students to enter buildings. Too easy for student who should not 
be here to get it,. 

4 

I think we need an emergency situation training session for students and faculty at 
the beginning of each semester. 

1 

Post emergency evacuation information on each floor 

1 

Limit access to the building to individuals with valid campus identification. 

4 



More security guards evaluating the people in the building. I appreciate the 
experience of many of the security guards. I would hope that the experienced 
guards are supplemented by guards more curious and active.  

3 

Security should patrol the stairwells. Some people congregate in this area and 
there are no visible security cameras 

3 

security officer stationed in the library all the time 

3 

be more visible in the hallways 

3 

more visiblity. 

3 

I don't know how expensive this would be, but each classroom should have a 
phone which rings the security officers. 

2 

Post the Campus security number in all classrooms, halls, stairwells, escalator 
landings, elevators. This number and other safety procedures as part of orientation 
and syllabi. 

1 

 

1 is for those who want more education such as in training for students or faculty or those 

who want more information such as booklets or posted protocols.  23 

2 is for security phones in the classroom. 3 

3 is for a more active, visible security.  26 

4 is for limiting access  11 

5 is for no suggestion or security is doing a good job. 15 

6 is for misc. 9  

 

 

 

 

 


